The paper concentrates on the problem of developing imagination understood as human trait and virtue. To realize the challenge educators have to face huge difficulties as a tendency to flatter the world and its inhabitants dominates and becomes more and more powerful. A musical fairy tale is presented as a valuable and effective school practice. From one side it refers to perennial human custom of listening, telling, and creating stories, fables, and sagas. They may base on real life or refer to imaginary situations. Thus creation may have various realizations, depending on personal knowledge, skills, life experience, cognitive horizon, individual interests and virtues. From the other side the idea of the fairy tale shown in the paper refers to the music and its uncountable possibilities of describing the world. Everything depends only on one's imagination. The last part of the paper presents the effects of students' work on musical fairy tales. Those students apart of being instrumentalists and vocalists of the Music Academy of Lodz, Poland plan to become music teachers in compulsory general education.
Introduction
The idea of the paper has emerged as a consequence of my concern about the total lack or insufficient presence of imagination as an indispensable category in development of young generations. I perceive imagination as one of the most profound values that should be taken into consideration and constantly worked on throughout the long process of compulsory education. Imagination enables to preserve and develop aspects of one's identity and uniqueness. Thus, it helps each individual to cope with contemporary challenges and everyday tasks in a creative, interesting, and responsible way. behaviours/reactions) leads to flatter the world. He is convinced that such fundamental social change can only be compared with some spectacular historical movements, like formation of national states, invention of printing, or birth and domination of industrial Revolution. He also explains that "there is something about the flattering of the world that is going to be qualitatively different from the great changes of previous eras: the speed and breadth with which it is taking hold" (Friedman, p. 49) . Such shift can be succeeded thanks to forces responsible for all fundamental, total, and final transformations. Friedman calls them "flatteners" and specifies ten of them (p. 51-199): 1) 9th of November 1989 (11/9/89) -A New Epoch of Creativity: When the Walls Came Down, and the Windows Went Up -the communism fell down (symbol of division -the Berlin Wall -collapsed) and the impact of Windows-powered computers took place. That moment is understood as an opening time for various forms of westernization able to flow into new post-soviet territories;
2) 9th of August 1995 (8/9/95) -The New Age of Connectivity: When the Web Went Around and Netscape Went Public -a new epoch of the development of the web began, Netscape and Web broadened the audience and entered the market at price of $28. Thus the common digitalization took place becoming accessible to all people round the world;
3) Work Flow Software -understood as a standardization of work and presence of technologies that allowed work to be easily exchanged between institutions and private people across the world. Websites, html protocols, emailing, tele-conferences, software programs became every-day reality.
Friedman believes that those first three forces/flatteners has constituted a crude foundation of a whole new global platform of collaboration. He expresses opinion in the statement: "as more and more of us learn how collaborate in theses new and different ways, we are steadily flattering the world even more" (p. 93).
There are next "flatteners" which participate in the process: 4) Uploading -(contrary to "downloading") individuals and communities use the open source software and create blogs or Wikipedia; various people participate in creating the web space -their intentions are tied to various backgrounds so this "flattener" may be the most disruptive force of all as information put on web may come from unknown sources; 5) Outsourcing -being afraid of a Y2K bug, IT companies split service and manufacturing activities using World Wide Web and fibre-optic cables; with the beginning of a new millennium strong cooperation between USA and India has been launched -a new Silicon Valley in Bangalore, India (with 9 million of inhabitants) appeared on the map of advanced technologies; 6) Offshoring -means to relocate a company's activity to a foreign land, especially to China; the tendency became clear after China's entrance into World Trade Organization in 2001; 7) Supply-chaining -usage of the supply chain to most effective company's activity (in terms of sales, distribution, and shipping); 8) Insourcing -one company's employees offer services for another company, different than its main specialization, e.g. UPS (United Parcel Service) or FedEx workers beyond transport services, realize the whole logistics (even with financial service or computer repairs); 9) In-forming -the growth of search engines (like Google, Wikipedia) make a tremendous growth of users, who have the ability to find various information about things and other people; 10) "The Steroids" -personal, mobile, and digital devices (mobile phones, iPods, personal assistants) are easily used by anyone, any time, and everywhere.
Paradoxically, glorifying such technocratic and unhuman world, Friedman uses concepts and notions from an opposite -human system and philosophy of life. He not only explores personal, "subjective" language, but precisely refers to its essential terms and expressions. Imagination is one of them. Friedman in a cunning and quasi-objective way makes an illusion that interpretation of imagination which he represents is the commonly obligatory one.
Friedman explains that there are two ways of flattering the world, both using imagination as a leverage of success: "one is to use imagination to bring everyone up to the same level, and the other is to use your imagination to bring everyone down to the same level" (p. 613). Friedman also stresses a serious connection between people's ability to imagine various things and situations, and their actual quality of life in the future. He convinces: "You can flourish in this flat world, but it does take the right imagination and the right motivation (p. 635). To do this you should create: "the generation of strategic optimists, the generation with more dreams than memories, that generation that wakes up each morning and not only imagines that things can be better but also acts on that imagination every day" (p. 635). Undoubtedly according to such declaration an attentive reader should ask himself: What kind of imagination has the author of those words in mind? What does it mean "a suitable imagination"? What is the "proper" interpretation of that expression? Why something so unique like individual imagination should be cut off of one's personal past, biography, roots, and identity? Why the only "profitable" imagination is the one which has the practical implementation? And how can you treat yourself a "strategic optimist" without dreaming about a better life, while best projects, plans, and realizations always include elements of dreams, fantasy, or unconventional prime idea? Imagination cannot be so predictable and instrumental. Domination of visual culture. Struggling for a vast identity of imagination Andrzej Mencwel, a Polish historian, critic of Polish literature and culture, and a cultural anthropologist, speaks about anthropological imagination (Mencwel, 2006) . After another Polish linguist, Mieczysław Porębski (Porębski, 1972) , Mencwel distinguishes iconosphere (understood as the fine-art dimension of images, drawings, pictures, paintings, orthodox or mass culture icons, graphic signs, visual signs, symbols, emoticons, etc.) and logosphere (the dimension of language, words, spoken or written expressions, proverbs, etc.).
The relation between both spheres is not so obvious or easy. Logosphere has been using words: spoken -for tens of thousands of years till now, writtenseveral thousand years, and printed -"only" for several hundred years till now.
Iconosphere has a comparable long history of its existence. We find its traces in petroglyphs/cave paintings of Lascaux -dating before 17 thousand years ago, of Aurea Nota, Cantabria, Italy -before 20 thousand years ago, of Altamira -before 22 thousand years ago, or of lately uncovered Indonesian Maros, on Sulawesi Island (former Celebes Island) -dating even about 40 thousand years ago! Though both areas of human activity are tremendous and impressive, today a huge expansion of iconosphere takes place, while logosphere is in serious retreat. That, as Mencwel explains, is an effect of dominance of contemporary technoculture which means "the conquer of a new order of visibility" (p. 382).
Iconopshere acts and attacks publicly, in a massed transmission, using all kinds of global media -virtual, digital, and analogue ones -as its weapons. So iconosphere is brutally marching into every private life, imposing its cosmopolitan patterns and standards -"formats" on each human being. People like objects, computers, or other gadgets are to be intentionally "formatted". There is no place for their individual, subjective shaping, developing, and education. The same visual images, odd and/or shallow behaviours, expected reactions, and anticipated ways of expressing emotions (e.g. loud and noisy laugh drawing others' desired attention) are presented as normal and proper ways of interaction. Each day such patterns are served to billions of people round the world.
At the same time self-representations which are traditionally and culturally rooted are evaluated as old, needless, and unwelcome. Thus groups or societies of clear identity and cultural awareness are forced to undergo the process of atomization, what Mencwel calls "singularization". In front of such "singularization", a man becomes vulnerable while a "massive propaganda machinery" triumphs. In such circumstances imagination is to be limited to automatic associations, e.g. each psychological idea is to be automatically connected with erotic representation, a car (an object to move, to change places) should be clearly linked with comfortable life, while a summer trip offered by a travel agency -with a paradise freedom of sexual encounters (p. 383).
Creation of homo videns by Giovanni Sartori. G. Sartori (1924 Sartori ( -2017 , an Italian political scientist was another humanist author who expressed his concern about the conditions, stages, and character of world's unification. In his book Sartori explains how a man from homo sapiens becomes homo videns (Sartori, 2000) . Sartori had traced the evidences of such anthropological change, and pointed out some milestones of that anticultural shift. First of all he outlined a general background of typical relation between a man and culture: a) a man is being created by a specific type of culture; b) each culture has its unique "configuration", generally consisting of two elements: sociological aspect (type of interpersonal contacts) and psychological aspect (ways of using senses, emotions, and mind); c) each culture stays in some relation with media; the change of media equipment influences the change of culture, thus media modifications are at the same time anthropological ones.
Sartori also explains the contemporary process of man's transformation (Sartori, 2007) . He introduces a term homo videns which is not only a new name but a new phenomenon embracing philosophy of life, expectations towards that new man, and projects of his actual existence. Sartori understands the transition as a change of ways of human thinking influenced by contemporary media messages, cult of image, and tendency to evaluate everyone in the reference of their external elements of visible value, like appearance (behaviour) and wealth or state of possession (type of clothes, brand of a car, breed of dog). Sartori underlines the systematic loss of ability to use abstract concepts and ideas, that can be seen in the tendency to trivialize someone's reflectiveness, type of messages, and ways of thinking. Contemporary homo videns has smaller language competencies in comparison to his homo sapiens ancestor and does not have the competencies to create symbols. The fundamental thesis of Sartori's deliberations implies that: "a man who loses his ability of abstract thinking is eo ipso unable to rationality; he becomes a symbolic animal which cannot any longer sustain nor animate the world being previously created by homo sapiens species" (Sartori, 2007, p. 86) . Thus former homo sapiens becomes homo videns.
The threat of dangerous for humanistic existence unification of our life displayed above in three scenes presents an unoptimistic vision of a flat world inhabited by unhappy, narrow-minded, and vain people, who can only be interesting for economical and socio-political manipulators. If in spite of such tendency educators are still convicted to undertake the efforts towards human development of their students they should look for fast and accurate practical and theoretical solutions. With no doubts one of them refers to imagination. Imagination as an entire human trait deserves to undergo the reconstruction process.
2 Theoretical foundations of humanistic education. Imagination -different interpretations of the category. If we refer to our personal knowledge, life situations, and experiences (Polanyi, 1958; Kochanowska, 2018) we may distinguish a two-area matrix referring to the question of imagination. One -which in various ranges or different extents displays relationship between imagination and its practical utilization, and the second one -which concentrates on something that is ephemeral, subtle, and delicate, linked to impressions and feelings, which can be later transferred into practice or may constitute an inspiration to next issues.
In other words the first type of imagination presents the ability: to predict or anticipate various situations and challenges, to supplement present issues or evoke new solutions. It serves the practical acting, helps to calculate, to estimate cost-effectiveness, and speak about profits. It enables the rational activity. Typical terms used to describe that version of imagination are: complementation of reality, anticipation, and development.
In that option imagination can also be understood as the ability to present oneself, according to one's will, situations, challenges, other people expectations, etc. Thus it can be connected with the issue of individual competences (process of assuming, of imagining, of building pre-assumptions, or of referring to stereotypes). Imagination can help people to see the world what it exactly is. It may also be a part of a process of hyperbolization of dangers, or -on the contrary -of safety and happiness.
In turn, the second type of imagination gets closer to fantasy or creation of artistic visions. There are many matching wordings to that interpretation of imagination, like creation, bravery, neglecting the templates or repeated patterns, seeking and gaining unconventional solutions, reaching new qualities (making discoveries, presenting freedom of ideas in the field of music, fine arts, visual arts, literature), and being creative -being allowed to divergence thinking, to invent, to figure something out, to fabricate, tell fables, and dream.
Imagination -nevertheless of its type -is always the unique ability of human mind, so it has been constantly staying the subject of interest of various scientific disciplines, like psychology, philosophy, sociology (Prüfer, 2013) , arts (we speak about artistic imagination then), and pedagogy (Górniewicz, 2001) .
In my first approach, interpretation of imagination proves that imagination is an extremely useful human disposition, and may serve a man equally to his knowledge. There are many authors who represent such option:
• August Comte (1798-1857), a French sociologist, linked imagination with observation, as for him it was the best way to make the research process most objective. Imagination detached from observed facts and devoid of empirical view and investigation would only be a fantasy or even an unreasonable entertainment. That would be a pure act of "inventing" non-existent forms of reality, in other words -forms inadequate to real/true world (Comte, 1961 ).
• Ferdinand Tönnies (1855 Tönnies ( -1936 , a German sociologist and philosopher, paid attention to the importance of imagination in those situations, when it is hard or difficult to make clear decisions. A man has to overcome an internal resistance and make up his mind towards a decision different from the nullhe has to choose affirmation or denial. Thus, imagination combined with motivation to act influences one's reactions (one undertakes the challenge or runs away). In such a case the final decision is a result of previous individual knowledge, skills, and experiences (a classical example of such a choice is the reaction to a lion encountered at large or in a zoo) (Tönnies, 2008 ).
• Alfred Schütz (1899 Schütz ( -1959 , an Austrian philosopher and social phenomenologist, understood imagination as an instrument stimulating praxis of each individual. Future episodes of life are predictable (at least to some extend) as they are "constructed" (anticipated) thanks to previous existential experiences (Schütz, 2012) .
The apologists of the second approach are other prominent authors, like • Horace (65-8 BC), the leading Roman lyric poet, divided imaginationrepresentations of imagination into aegri somnia (dreams of a man who suffers great fever/is in a high state of delirium) and vanae species (fantastic, unreal creatures, somehow mixed in forms and with exchanged elements).
Eagri somnia refer to nightmares, absurd forms, escaping from human's will while vanae species are understood as images created consciously. The latter represent a kind of deliberate, logic order, thus they can be subordinated to individual's persuasion (Głutkowska, 2011; Rudd, 1989 ).
• Jacob Bruno Bronowski (1908 Bronowski ( -1974 , a Polish/Jewish-born British mathematician, historian of science, theatre author, poet and inventor spoke about cultural evolution of a man and his environment thanks to his remarkable gift -imagination (Bronowski 1978; 1984) . That unique and brilliant attribute gives him the chance to fly over everyday life, see it from other perspective, and then change and develop it in a profound way. The ability to imagine various alternatives and to make choices characterise human "free will", so "the main problem of human consciousness is the ability to imagine" (Bronowski, 1978, p.18 ). We read: "His [man's] imagination, his reason, his emotional subtlety and toughness, make it possible for him not to accept the environment, but to change it. And that series of inventions, by which man from age to age has remade his environment, is a different kind of evolution -not biological, but cultural evolution. I call that brilliant sequence of cultural peaks The Ascent of Man. I use the word ascent with a precise meaning. Man is distinguished from other animals by his imaginative gifts. He makes plans, inventions, new discoveries, by putting different talents together; and his discoveries become more subtle and penetrating, as he learns to combine his talents in more complex and intimate ways. So the great discoveries of different ages and different cultures, in technique, in science, in the arts, express in their progression a richer and more intricate conjunction of human faculties, an ascending trellis of his gifts" (Bronowski, 1973, p. 19-20) .
• Jerzy Szacki (1929 Szacki ( -2016 , one of the most important Polish sociologists, perceived imagination in the context of utopias. He distinguished two types of them: escapist utopias (dreams about a better life entailing a constant must to escape from difficult reality) and heroic utopias -building imaginary visions referring to ideas, stadards, and patterns of activities to change the world and make it better (Szacki, 1980 ). • Paolo Legrenzi, a contemporary Italian psychologist explains that people live in two parallel worlds or dimensions: a real one and an alternativefantastical one. Imagination stays in contrary to reality, but at the same time it may remarkably influence our everyday existence. Thanks to imagination a man can discover his imaginary, mysterious world, which can improve the life in a real one. For Legrenzi imagination is a typical human ability, so it should be cared of and responsibly developed, also throughout educational processes (Legrenzi, 2010 ).
• Maurizio Ferraris, another current Italian philosopher "travels" through ages from antient to contemporary times analysing the presence and character of imagination in each epoch. Presented "products" of imagination show alternative worlds or environments optional to reality (Ferraris, 1996) .
Taking into account above considerations I assume that imagination fulfils cognitive and creative functions (sometimes also the compensatory one), especially when a man creates an ideal, colourful, and sustainable world in his mind. Sometimes such unreal, virtual world may become more attractive and more desirable than the real one. The state may entail various consequences. On the other hand dreaming about better life, it may also encourage an individual or a group/society to positive activities. In other words imagination can become a force that may be used in positive or negative manner. It may be helpful and ease a man to be more opened to social environment. It may enable to build proper interpersonal relations, or it may totally disturb it. Imagination may be the enemy of courage, or the proof of individual wisdom and prudence.
Thanks to imagination people can build interpersonal relations, as they can create images of each other corresponding to the context and environments of their living. Context becomes the most important background in which a person visualizes himself and other people. Doubt or ignorance about the context (cultural, social, educational, historical, political, etc. ) is a source of personal weakness, obedience, or feeling the state of insecurity and danger.
If we want to avoid educational mistakes and do not develop negative individual and social attitudes among students, we have to work on creating the educational environment built on strong, though parallelly "soft" -human fundaments. Imagination of course is one of that issues. So it should be included in various levels of education, and treated as an indispensable element of teacher-student work. The broad analysis of that challenge points out that imagination must be present when the problem of competencies is taken under consideration.
EU Key Competencies for Lifelong Learning (2018).
Over ten years earlier (2006) the first set of European competencies was announced. More than a decade some modifications were done. Now we are obliged to undertake and include them in our school/university work. The Reference Framework sets out eight key competences: 1. Literacy competence; 2. Multilingual competence; 3. Mathematical competence and competence in science, technology and engineering; 4. Digital competence; 5. Personal, social and learning to learn competence; 6. Citizenship competence; 7. Entrepreneurship competence; 8. Cultural awareness and expression competence (Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning, 2018).
The new key competences are all considered equally important, as each of them contributes to a successful life in society. Competences can be applied in many different contexts and in a variety of combinations. They should be treated as a holistic system in which aspects essential to one domain will support another competence. Authors of the document encounter some skills (like critical thinking, problem solving, team work, communication and negotiation skills, analytical skills, creativity, and intercultural skills) which -according to their intensions -are core elements of each competence, thus they should be "deciphered", perceived, and consequently realized.
Following this line of thinking I have decided to go through all of the eight competences and search for references to imagination. Taking under consideration the type and theme of my students' work (musical fairy tale creation) I hoped to find some clear connections with imagination mainly in "literacy competence" and "cultural awareness and expression competence". To my huge surprise I found it only in the "entrepreneurship competence".
The description of "literacy competence" displays assumptions as follows: "Literacy is the ability to identify, understand, express, create, and interpret concepts, feelings, facts and opinions in both oral and written forms, using visual, sound/audio and digital materials across disciplines and contexts. It implies the ability to communicate and connect effectively with others, in an appropriate and creative way" (Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning, 2018, p. 15) . "Cultural awareness and expression competence" presents rather expected issues: "Competence in cultural awareness and expression involves having an understanding of and respect for how ideas and meaning are creatively expressed and communicated in different cultures and through a range of arts and other cultural forms. It involves being engaged in understanding, developing and expressing one's own ideas and sense of place or role in society in a variety of ways and contexts" (Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning, 2018, p. 24) .
The analysis of both competences proves that elements of cultural anticipation and creative interpersonal communications are present in the content. Undoubtfully they constitute a flourishing ground for the development of imagination. But at the same time it is quite worrying that in the text there is the evident loss of the imagination phrase. That can cause problems with the identification of the term (as it may be totally unrecognizable for teachers and students), what can finally give an effect of neglecting it during school and tertiary education practice.
On the contrary, we find the reference to imagination in the next domain -"entrepreneurship competence", which in the skills segment is described as follows: "Entrepreneurial skills are founded on creativity which includes imagination, strategic thinking and problem-solving, and critical and constructive reflection within evolving creative processes and innovation. They include the ability to work both as an individual and collaboratively in teams, to mobilize resources (people and things) and to sustain activity. This includes the ability to make financial decisions relating to cost and value. The ability to effectively communicate and negotiate with others, and to cope with uncertainty, ambiguity and risk as part of making informed decisions is essential (Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning, 2018, p. 23).
The most surprising and even alarming fact is that imagination appears only in that last type of competences. It is assigned to the practical side of people's acting, encountering problems, and competing for gaining their aims. I would classify such interpretation of imagination to the first group of my division -the practical one. In other words imagination in various forms of education and in its lifelong learning concept seems to be only presented as a leverage to successful practice and concrete business activities. I feel very concerned when I confront that situation with the idea of desirable -but as we can see projected to be absent -human education in Europe. How in such conditions can we ensure the holistic, even spiritual development of our students? It turned out that contemporary education is not really complete and sufficient in face of individual and social challenges. So the more we become aware of the insufficiency of imagination in school work, the more we should learn about it and look for ways, teaching-learning methods, and good practices to implement the second type of imagination to education.
Basic set of values indispensable for humanistic education.
Being convinced about the right of the human development towards each person's and each community's well-being and dignity, teachers should treat that challenge with special respect. The ultimate educational goal should be understood as the development of full human potential primarily referring to the enhancement of axiological foundations of education.
As the citizens of European Union first of all we should learn to respect such values as human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality (i.a. equality between women and men), pluralism, solidarity, justice, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities (The Treaty of European Union, 2012, Common Provisions, Article 2; Charter of Fundamental Rights of EU, 2012).
Poland as a Member State of EU has its own, culturally rooted set of values and desirable attitudes which clearly correspond with pan-European ones. In 2017 a general reform of educational system took place. A new and revised National Curriculum has been implemented and now all Polish schools are obliged to use it (Ministry of National Education, 2017). In accordance to the theme of my paper I present those notations from the document which refer to the students' task (creation of a musical fairy tale).
Goals and Objectives of Polish Compulsory Education (corresponding with the task):
• Introducing pupils/students into the world of values, esp. educate them to be supportive, to cooperate, to accept solidarity, to be altruistic, patriotic and respect tradition; show them the ethos of proper behaving and patterns of building interpersonal and social relations enabling a safe development of each student (family, friends); • Strengthening the sense of individual, cultural, national, regional, and ethnic identity; • Shaping students' sense of personal dignity and respect for dignity of other people; • Shaping the attitude of openness towards the world and other people, towards activity in social life, and responsibility for the community; • Aiming students to "approach" to those values. (Ministry of National Education, 2017, p. 11).
To supply the whole theoretical background used in the creative work on music fairy tales for the youngest group of school students I need to refer to notions included in the National Curriculum concerning general assumptions and guidelines in the field of music education for grades 1-3. Aims of an Early Education stage (grades 1-3, age 7-9 years old):
• Supporting the multidimensional student's activity by preparing educational situations referring to realize experiments and increase experiences by multisensory activities, influencing the development of physical, emotional, social, and cognitive spheres (Ministry of National Education, 2017, p. 16).
• During lessons children should be curious and happy by discovering and learning new issues, should learn to understand their emotions and feelings (also of the others); students should learn about Polish national culture and should get acquaintance how to understand and create art; they should also learn about other cultures, inter alia by getting know other kids' games and cultural customs, their natural environment and traditional art (Ministry of National Education, 2017, p. 17-18) .
Teaching-Learning Content of Music Education (grades 1-3) -general recommendation:
Music is that unique discipline of art which stimulates multidimensional, smooth, and holistic student's development. (…) It contributes to shaping the personality of a young man opened to the world and it's contemporary challenges. Development of students' sensitivity, imagination, and creativity is the main music's goal. The importance of music's emotional element is beyond question. It can be experienced through active (practical) music making and through its perception (Ministry of National Education, 2017, p. 21).
3 Methodology and effects of students' fairy tale creation Building the foundation to my students' project work I made the introduction by presenting and analysing some quotations of fundamental authors in the field of fairy tales' theories. Students got acquaintance with thoughts of such celebrities as Bruno Bettelheim (1903 Bettelheim ( -1990 ) -psychologist, psychiatrist, pedagogue, who in 1939 migrated to USA from Austria (Bettelheim, 1976) ; Vladimir Propp (1895 Propp ( -1970 ) -a Soviet folklorist and scholar (Propp, 1968) ; and sir Herbert Read (1893 Read ( -1968 -an English art historian, poet, literary critic, and philosopher, best known for numerous books on art, which included influential volumes on the role of art in education (Read, 1974) .
One of the key motives of students' work were the words of Bettelheim: "fairy tales can be interpreted from many points of view (…); similarly to other real works of art they include the whole wealth and depth to exceed the capabilities even of the most comprehensive discursive analysis. The issue I present only sketches a possible interpretation and it is optional in character" (Bettelheim, . My students also tried to express their own understanding of meaning and senses possible to transmit by such a significant cultural "product" as a fable. They had to discuss many aspects of a good fairy tale as an educational category and fit them to requirements specified in the task template prepared by myself. The structure of the template was built of general conditions and of assessment criteria. General conditions included clear principles: 1. A musical fairy tale is to be done by students of the Music Academy of Łódź,
Poland from Instrumental and Vocal Faculties, who also prepare themselves to become music teachers at schools of general education. 2. Each musical fairy tale is created by teams of up to 5 students. 3. A tale must be recorded on a electronic/digital medium (only sound should be recorded -no pictures, photos, drawings or films!), in other words -each team prepares an e-fairy tale, by analogy, to e-book. 4. Presented e-fairy tale should be supplemented by: a) an information of parts of the content from curriculum which inspired authors in the work over the story of their fairy tale; b) a list of values which constituted the educational tissue of a tale; c) an adequate mind map which would be the only visual record of team's work. 5. All fairy tales will be presented publicly in front of other students, and then collectively evaluated. 6. The duration of the tale must be about 20 min. It must end up with the clear moral.
Assessment criteria referred to specific expectations and requirements: 1. Compatibility of a title with the content of the story. 2. Compatibility of the content of the fable with information from the curriculum and chosen values. 3. Multi-sensory description (stimulating listeners' imagination and all senses to activity). 4. Quality and variety of musical effects (sound potential of your instruments, any other musical effects created by yourself, e.g. recorded water from the shower to imitate a waterfall). 5. Usage of any sound files downloaded from the Internet, music from CDs etc. is strictly forbidden! But as the background to the story you may use pieces played or sung by yourselves. 6. The story of the fairy tale must be interesting for a child of the 1. stage of education, so a way of speaking, the timbre of voice, proper diction, speed of transmission, good coordination between ones voice and type of fable's character, and the way of presenting the story, will be evaluated as well. 7. Each of the members of the team (his/her voice) must be heard on the record. 8. The story may take place in the past, in contemporary times, or in the future. 9. The story must have the logic course of events, though there may be a lot of fantasy, mysterious or odd situations 10. Characters may be real or fantastic, you may use personification of animals, of animate and inanimate nature, of other objects, or even of instruments.
Students created 14 teams. They had one month (May 2017) to prepare their final achievements. All of the work groups tried to meet the requirements, and most of the teams managed to do it properly. Before presentation many students expressed their opinion that the task was very tough and demanding because criteria were strictly formulated, but at the end they were truly happy and proud of their final realizations. Listening to the recorded fables we had a lot of fun. There were also moments of total silence when the audience was concentrated to hear the important elements of each plot and to pick up the clue of each story. We could listen to and experience wonderful musical fairy tales which were entitled: Referring to my favourite Latin proverb: Verba docent, exempla trahunt (Eng. Words instruct, illustrations lead) I present one of the fairy-tales -In the Shell Round the World. The fable was created by a group of five instrumentalistsstudents of the Music Academy of Łódź, Poland: a violin player, cello player, French horn player, trombone player, and an oboist.
The fable refers to one of the typical fairy tale's motives -a dangerous trip of the hero happily ended. There were created eight characters of the story: 1) Narrator; 2) A snail -named Maciuś (diminution of a name Maciej) -violist; 3) A snail -named Staś (diminution of a name Stanisław) -French horn player; 4) A hippopotamus female -Matylda (opera soprano singer); 5) Mr. Owl -a wise doctor; 6) A huge spider -Mortimer (Transylvanian Wizard); 7) An ape monkey -Tadiki (African Wizard); and 8) A lonely Dragon -Chinese Wizard.
The story: Sunny spring morning in a small town near Łódź. Both close friends -Maciuś and Staś (snails) -happily go to school (music school). Entering the school building they hear a practising soprano singer -hippopotamus Matylda. In an effect of her high tones Staś's shell crashes into pieces. They go to the doctor -Mr. Owl. The diagnosis is dark… There is only a small chance to cure the shell. A mysterious mixture is needed. Maciuś has to collect the components of the mixture from the whole world. Though he is such a tiny snail, he does not hesitate even a second to help his friend. The doctor gives him a map and instructs him to meet with three Magicians/Wizards. Each of them may give Maciuś one component but only after solving, by a brave snail, a musical task. Maciuś starts his journey by hiring a balloon from a "Rent a balloon" office.
First stop: an old, secret castle in Transylvania with an odd and gloomy orchestra conductor -spider Mortimer and his animal orchestra! First task: figure out in which of the castle rooms is the rehearsal of string instruments. Maciuś passes the test very well and gets the first component -a spider web. It turns out that Mortimer is not so scary (long time ago he played with Maciuś's grandfather in the same orchestra).
Second stop: African village Tiki-tiki inhabited by monkeys and a shaman. Maciuś needs the leaves of mysterious plant called buchu-bokko. Our tiny snail has to pass another musical task (clap the rhythm) and pour out a little amount of water on a golden sand. Then a colourful flower with long leaves resembling peacock feathers graws out of the sand. Maciuś thanks the witch doctor and leaves the village to continue his journey.
Third stop: red Chinese temple hidden in a misty, green and mountainous interior. Strong smell of fresh Chinese tea. The task/condition to get the last component to the mixture -one dragon tear -is to play with the dragon glockenspiel (small school metallophone) and correctly repeat melodies. The snail and the dragon become friends, drink original Chinese tea, and play music till the sunset. During the farewell hug Maciuś promises to come back with Staś as soon as he gets well.
Back at home: the way back to Poland isn't easy. The thunderstorm is coming, but fortunately Maciuś gets home just before it and manages to mix all of the components in proper proportions. Then in the pouring rain he runs back to the hospital. The doctor -Mr. Owl professionally wraps the mixture round the snail's shell. Staś, knowing good manners and behaving correctly as a patient thanks his best friend. Maciuś -our small-great hero is touched by his happiness, and feeling embarrassed, hides himself in his shell. The sun starts coming out from behind the clouds.
Moral: "A friend in need is a friend indeed" As the general conditions stated, apart from the fable itself students had to prepare and present all of the educational elements, constituting the context and background of their fairy tale proving at the same time the presence of their conscious, reliable, and professional theoretical choices and decisions. Thus first of all they had to analyse the ways of their thinking, inspiring each other in letting the imagination run wild in developing the plot, and discovering connotations with some cultural symbols or types of culturally existing fable's characters. They also had to show the stages of their synergic collaboration. In other words, apart from presenting to the audience the ultimate effect of their work they had to discuss in detail the turning points and phases in creating the story. Elements of the complex work are seen in the mind map (Image 1).
References to the National Curriculum pointed out by the authors of the In the Shell Round the World fable were:
A student: • tells the difference between notes: high -law, long -short, quiet -loud; between human voices: soprano -bass; • tells the difference and gives names of some musical instruments;
• on the basis of listened pieces tells the difference between: sad, happy, jumpy, and marching music; • by his body movement presents musical elements (dynamics, mood, note's height -pitch, tempo, articulation) and non-musical content (storyline/plot, emotions, interpretation/meaning of words); • repeats rhythmic patterns and creates his own ones;
• experiments with sounds, and seeks new sounds using glockenspiel, xylophone, flute, or flażolet -a small Polish flute.
Values intentionally chosen by the students to build an educational fundament of their fairy tale and thus to transmit culturally rooted attitudes and moral interpersonal frames of communication, were: courage, friendship, altruism, openness, perseverance, devotion, support, and involvement (understood as an engagement in various activities, challenges, and tasks). 
Conclusion
The world becomes more and more unified and flat. Visual communication is a dominating one which tries to appropriate the whole language, cultural, artistic, moral, and behavioural heritage of past generations. Thus various forms and dimensions of human existence are in danger.
If we want to maintain the variety of life and preserve the abundance of human achievements showing next generations understandable and acceptable senses of their complex development we should endeavour to put the problem of imagination in the centre of contemporary educational issues. Imagination should again become an indispensable dimension of human existence.
Today the category of imagination is interpreted in two ways. First onerational, pragmatic, and subordinate to the need of profitable use is the one accepted in social life. It has its place in theoretical bases of education and practical realizations. The second way -a "soft" one which refers to man's interiority, person's soul, human fantasy, creativity, and dreams is basically forgotten, rejected, underestimated, and nearly completely lost. If we want to preserve and responsibly continue holistic education hoping to give young generations a chance for optimistic and multidimensional life we need to restore the importance and meaning of that second type of imagination. The inner involvement, co-existence, and individual belief in necessity of usage one's imagination should be carefully developed during the long teaching-learning process, starting from the very first stage of education.
That conviction has given me an impulse to turn back and look for inspiring forms of shaping young generations in the past. I found out that the world of fairy tales suited to my concept the best. Most of children love to listen to fables, experience their plots, and identify themselves with stories' characters. Thus real life may merge with fantasy giving young listeners new sources and inspirations to develop their knowledge, skills, and moral sensitivity and attitudes to undertake and solve interpersonal contemporary challenges. The collaboration between words and music/other sounds -neglecting images -represented an additional asset to my idea.
That was the background of the task students of Music Academy of Lodz, Poland had to undertake. During their team work they proved that they were aware of the importance of axiological context of their work -by choosing the set of values and aiming to the moral. They also new and personally experienced how important it was to find and properly use words and sounds to present and express the proper context of the story, intensions and emotions of characters, and the atmosphere of adventures. Imagining the tension of words and adequate music/sounds to parts and situations of the stories they created fairy tales which were not only interesting, exiting and funny, but fulfilled with educational and cultural expectations. They presented a very high level of "applied" "soft" imagination that had developed students' language and music competencies. There is no doubt that such creative realizations would later enhance school children's imagination and develop their language and music literacy. Language skills would refer to the ability of describing people, animals, objects, phenomena, and processes, would refer to the ability to choose adequate vocabulary, to increase the number of wordings, and of course to use them in the way corresponding to a presented situation. Language literacy is also strictly connected with oral presentation, what clearly corresponds and harmonises with the traditional form of fable telling. At school music literacy is developed according to expectations placed in curriculums. In our example thoughtful and matching choices of the music content were easily seen thanks to decisions made by students. Chosen educational effects became core elements of the fable's background. Thus, one may say that a music fairy tale positively answers to the need of cognitive and multisensory education.
It is also worth underlining that vast contact with ambitious music, combined with rich and diverse language creates the fundaments for desired and educationally expected students' progress of school general achievements. It provides opportunities to develop different aspects of learning, like "the opportunity to express ideas and emotions, enhance and focused perception, the opportunity to make connections, to observed layered and complex relationships between diverse forms of knowledge, being able to construct and organize new meanings, to perceive and understand various points of view, to imagine new possibilities, and to provide opportunities to sensory learning" (Hallam, 2015, p.73) .
Students of Music Academy of Lodz, Poland who I worked with had the possibility to try and practically experienced the challenges connected with the need to uncover and develop one's imagination. In our academic relation they had to practise on themselves facing all of the difficulties and efforts to gain the planned educational and artistic aims. Undertaking the endeavour of developing imagination is not an easy task. There is no one best pattern or recipe how to make somebody more creative. Though imagination is an individual feature, talent or capacity to invent or create something, we can still work on it.
So, working with my students I have presented them a concept -a framework of three ultimate spheres. It consists of: axiological dimension, language/vocabulary dimension, and of music/sound dimension. Analysing their fairy tales, I can confirm that references they have done to my framework prove the usefulness of the instrument. It inspires to use imagination in most creative/fantastic way, and at the same time expects to match it to more realistic anticipations. I am sure that our work on music fairy tales was a strong emotional, intellectual, and creative experience for the students. That is why I hope they will have courage to return to the problem of imagination as selfreliant school teachers. They will be capable to introduce and undertake attempts to develop their school children imagination through the fascinating form of multisensory fairy tale.
